Heartbeat and respiration detection from optical interferometric signals by using a multimethod approach.
In this paper, a multimethod approach for heartbeat and respiration detection from an optical interferometric signal is proposed. Optical interferometer is a sensitive device that detects physical changes of optical-fiber length due to external perturbations. When in direct or indirect contact with human body (e.g., hidden in a bed mattress), mechanical and acoustic activity of cardiac muscle and respiration reflect in the interferometric signal, enabling entirely unobtrusive monitoring of heartbeat and respiration. A novel, two-phased multimethod approach was developed for this purpose. The first phase selects best performing combinations of detection methods on a training set of signals. The second phase applies the selected methods to test set of signals and fuses all the detections of vital signs. The test set consisted of 14 subjects cycling an ergometer until reaching their submaximal heart rate. The following resting periods were analyzed showing high efficiency (98.18 ± 1.40% sensitivity and 97.04 ± 4.95% precision) and accuracy (mean absolute error of beat-to-beat intervals 22±9 ms) for heartbeat detection, and acceptable efficiency (90.06 ± 7.49% sensitivity and 94.21 ± 3.70% precision) and accuracy (mean absolute error of intervals between respiration events 0.33 ± 0.14 s) for respiration detection.